Year 5 - Niveau Rouge
Module 3 - (Lesson 11 - 15)
These are the vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar points that you
will learn in the module 3

Feminine nouns
une abeille
a bee
une araignée
a spider
une coccinelle
a ladybird
une souris
a mouse
une baleine
a whale
une étoile de mer
a starfish
une méduse
a jellyfish
Une pieuvre
an octopus

une banque
une gare
une mairie
une piscine
une poste
un
arrondissement

Nouns
a bank
a railway station
a town hall
a swimming pool
a post office
an administrative
district

Knowledge about France
Un arrondissement

An administrative district in a large city; there are 20 in Paris.

La Poste

La Poste is the name of the public postal service company in France, similar to Royal Mail
in the UK. Une poste/la poste is also the name of the post office in the local community.
SNCF is France's national stateowned railway company.

La SNCF

Ordinal numbers
le premier
la première
le 1er

the first (masculine)
the first (feminine)
1 st

Time phrase
moins le quart
quarter to
World clocks
The time in Moscou is 2 hours ahead of Paris.

Grammar Point
Adjectives (revision)
Agreement of feminine noun and
adjective
Change in pronunciation with some
feminine agreements
Ordinal numbers
Cardinal numbers
The first ordinal number in French

An adjective describes a noun. An adjective that describes a masculine noun does not change its sound. Some adjectives change their
sound and spelling when they describe a feminine noun.
An adjective that describes a feminine noun must “agree” with its noun. It must end with ‘e’. An adjective that already ends in ‘e’ does
not need to add another ‘e’, e.g. rouge, jaune, orange, rose.
An adjective that does not end in ‘e’ must add one, e.g. petite, grande. This means that the pronunciation changes.
An ordinal number tells the position of something in a list , such as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th. Ordinal numbers may be written in English
with numerals and letter suffixes.
A cardinal number represents quantity; it tells us how many, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
In French, the first ordinal number is le premier or la première. We use le premier with a masculine noun, and la première with a
feminine noun

